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Introduction

■ Variation between Perfect and (Perfective) Past forms responds to a set of
constraints not clearly understood.

1) Mary ate breakfast at that café. (Perfective) Past
2) Mary has eaten breakfast at that café. (Present) Perfect



The Perfect readings

■ The Perfect is said to display at least four different readings (e.g., Iatridou et al.
2003, Portner 2003, i.a.):

Resultative: Mary has read Der Zauberberg.
Experiential: Mary has gone to that shop (and she might go again).
Continuative: Mary has lived in London for 5 years (and she still does)
‘Hot news’ (hodiernal): Mary has won the contest (just now)!



Some problems

■ However, most research has been done in English (e.g., Klein 1992, Michaelis
1994, Portner 2003).

■ Different languages allow their corresponding Perfect marker to express these
readings to different extents.

– Marie a pris le petit-déjenuer
– Maria heeft ontbeten
– Maria hat gefrühstückt

■ More recently: interest in cross-linguistic analysis that look at other European
languages (e.g., Löbner 2002, de Swart 2007, Schaden 2009).

■ However, this cross-linguistic perspective fails to consider dialectal variation.



Spanish Perfect/Perfective variation

■ In Spanish, previous research shows different Perfect/Perfective use (e.g., Schwenter
1994, Howe 2006, González et al. 2018):

3) María tomó el desayuno en ese café. Pretérito Indefinido
4) María ha tomado el desayuno en ese café. Pretérito Perfecto Compuesto



Spanish dialect variation

■ Castilian Spanish: Perfect allows for definite past adverbials, either hodiernal
or more remote (Schwenter 1994, Schwenter & Torres Cacoullos 2008):
5) María ha tomado el desayuno en ese café (esta mañana/ayer)

(cfr. Mary *has eaten / ate breakfast yesterday)

■ Rioplatense Spanish: It is available for experiential and continuatives uses
(e.g., Rodrigúez Louro 2008 et seq):
6) María ha tomado el desayuno en ese café (alguna vez)
7) María ha vivido en Londres por 3 años (y sigue viviendo allí).



The current study

■ A new methodology in dialect variation to bridge the gap between cross linguistic 
(macro) and dialect (micro) variation 

■ The goal is to arrive a more fine-grained and crosslinguistically valid analysis of 
Perfect/Past alternations.

■ Parallel corpora: use of different translations of the same text >> context remains 
constant, we can observe differences in grammatical form.

■ It is data-driven: since we look for PERFECT forms in one language, align translations, 
and analyze tense use in context.



Our parallel corpora

■ We gather our data from two dialect-specific
translations of Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s
Stone: one for Castilian Spanish, and one for
Rioplatense Spanish (nb: there is also translation for
‘Latin American’ Spanish).

■ We used chapters 1, 16 and 17, based on previous
crosslinguistic research (e.g., van der Klis et al. 2019).



1. Time Align (manual annotation)



2. Translation Mining (visualization)

■ Multidimensional Scaling (Wälchli & Cysouw 2012): generate a cartographic 
visualization of groups of tense uses in context.  

■ The algorithm is based on similarities between verb forms to regroup contexts in a 
two-dimensional space.

■ It creates a two-dimensional map, based on the comparison of all contexts in all the 
languages/dialects. 

■ Each dot represents a context.



Multidimensional maps (English)



Multidimensional maps (Castilian)



Multidimensional maps (Rioplatense)



Map comparison

English

Castilian Rioplatense



Results

■ 45 English Present Perfects are translated to a Castilian Perfect (33) and
Rioplatense (18) Perfect form. The remaining cases are translated by
Perfective Past.

■ 554 English Simple Past are mostly translated by Pretérito Indefinido (n=548)
across dialects. Once again, though, more Perfect use in Castilian (n=6) than
in Rioplatense (n=1).

■ We observe a subset relation between Castilian and Rioplatense Spanish: no
cases of PPC in Rioplatense Spanish that do not correspond to a Castilian
PPC.



Dynamic interface: from quantitative to 
qualitative analysis



Dynamic interface



How to understand the subset relation?

■ Using the dynamic interface, we extracted all individual tokens and contexts.
■ We considered all cases in which at least one Spanish translation uses a
PPC, (and the English original has either a Present Perfect or a Simple Past),
and the additional cases where English uses a Present Perfect and both
dialects have a Pretérito Indefinido (n = 45).

■ We coded all tokens for:
– Predicational aspect (lexical aspect + NP; Verkuyl 1972).
– “Perfect” Reading (Iatridou et al. 2001, Portner 2003, i.a.).
– Polarity, Clause Type, Force, Grammatical Person and Number (based
on Schwenter 1994).



Predicational aspect 

■ We differentiate between terminative and durative aspect: the former indicates that
an event is bounded, telic and complete, while the latter presents the event as
unbounded, atelic, or incomplete:

■ Terminative: “And finally, bird watchers everywhere have reported that the nation’s
owls have been behaving very unusually today”.

■ Durative: “I have form only when I can share another’s body… but there have always
been those willing to let me into their hearts and minds”.



“Perfect” reading

■ We differentiate between continuative, experiential, hodiernal, and resultative
readings:

■ Continuative: “Since then, I have served him faithfully”.

■ Experiential: “My dear Professor, I’ve never seen a cat sit so stiffy”.

■ Hodiernal: “… there have been hundreds of sightings of these birds flying in every
direction since sunrise”

■ Resultative: “As for the Stone, it has been destroyed”.



Other variables 

■ Polarity: affirmative vs. negative

■ Clause Type: main vs. subordinate

■ Sentential Force: declarative vs. non-declarative

■ Grammatical Person: first, second, third.

■ Grammatical Number: singular, plural.



Results - General frequencies



Results



Results



Results – Grammatical Person



Results – Perfect Reading



Results - Summary

■ There are no cases of Perfect with 2nd person in Rioplatense.

■ Only Castilian Spanish allows for hodiernal contexts.

■ Rioplatense Spanish (and Castilian) maintain Pretérito Perfecto 
Compuesto in all continuative contexts.



Discussion – Grammatical Person

■ 2nd person in Rioplatense Spanish shows NO cases of Perfect use.

■ Translation effect: Rioplatense is a voseante dialect, but the translator
uses tú maybe to appeal to the whole Southern Cone region (for which
the translation is intended).

■ To reduce the divergence, generalized used of Pretérito Indefinido.



Discussion – Perfect Reading

■ Continuative contexts seem to prompt the Perfect in both dialects,
expressing states that continue to hold in the present.

■ Castilian uses the Perfect in all hodiernal contexts, Rioplatense only
uses it in one. This accounts for half of the variance between the two
dialects, very much in line with previous literature (Schwenter & Torres
Cacoullos 2008, Rodríguez Louro 2009).

■ This shows an extension of the PPC to perfective meaning (as far as
they refer to the day of utterance), in line with the Perfect-to-Perfective
grammaticalization path (e.g., Bybee et al. 1994, Deo & Condoravdi
2004).



Conlcusions

■ Data-driven methodology able to pick up nuanced constraints at play
in cross-dialect variation.

■ The contextual constraints at play in selecting each Perfect/Past form
are diverse across different Spanish dialects.

■ Cross-dialectal variation is crucial for advancing cross-linguistic
semantic generalizations.

Time in Translation project: http://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/ 

http://time-in-translation.hum.uu.nl/
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